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INCARCERATED MOTHERS AND THEIR INFANTS: SEPARATION OR LEGISLATION?

A majority of the women currently incarcerated in United States prisons are single mothers. A significant number of these women have babies shortly before they begin serving prison sentences or are pregnant and will give birth during their incarceration. In most states the newborns are taken from their mothers' physical custody shortly after birth. As used in this note, the terms "prison" and "correctional institution" include state and federal prisons as well as local jails.

B. Smith & L. Austin, Expectant Mothers in the Massachusetts Criminal Justice System 2 (Oct. 1985) (available from Community Services for Women, Boston, Massachusetts) [hereinafter Expectant Mothers in Massachusetts]; Memorandum to Interested Parties from Ellen M. Barry 1 (Sept. 4, 1985) (Summary of the California Community Prisoner Mother-Infant Care Program) (available from Legal Services for Prisoners with Children, San Francisco, California) [hereinafter Barry Memorandum]; see also U.S. GEN. ACCOUNTING OFFICE, REPORT TO THE CONGRESS BY THE COMPTROLLER GENERAL, WOMEN IN PRISON: INEQUITABLE TREATMENT REQUIRES ACTION 3-4 (1980) [hereinafter COMPTROLLER'S REPORT]. This note will not discuss those circumstances where a father is willing and able to take custody of the child during the mother's incarceration.

One source reports that about one quarter of women in correctional institutions are pregnant or have infants. Project L.I.N.K. (Looking Into Needs of Kids), Untitled Report 1 (1986) (available from Project L.I.N.K., Flint, Michigan) [hereinafter L.I.N.K. Report]. In 1984, more than 50 pregnant women in Massachusetts were sentenced to prison. Social Justice for Women, Expectant Mothers Residence Program Design 2 (Dec. 1986) (available from Community Services for Women, Boston, Massachusetts) [hereinafter Massachusetts Program Design]. Although no recent national surveys have compiled statistics on the number of women who became pregnant shortly before or after incarceration, a 1977 American Medical Association study of seven states reported that 12.8% of the incarcerated women were pregnant. Resnick & Shaw, Prisoners of their Sex: Health Problems of Incarcerated Women, in 2 PRISONER'S RIGHTS SOURCEBOOK 331 (1. Robbins ed. 1980). This note discusses only issues relative to women who give birth while incarcerated or who have given birth shortly before their incarceration.

This note addresses a mother's right to physical custody only. Physical custody means the right to the child's companionship, whereas legal custody includes the right to make certain decisions about how the child is raised — including matters such as education, religious upbringing, and medical care. D. Saponek, Mediating Child Custody Disputes 107-08 (1983). Incarceration may drastically affect a mother's right to regain physical custody of her child after she has served her sentence. This subject is beyond the scope of this note however. For a discussion of the effects of incarceration on legal child custody, see Caron, Termination of Incarcerated Parents' Rights in Massachusetts, 10 CRIM. & CIV. CONFINEMENT 147, 154-55 (1984) (in Massachusetts, the mere fact of a parent's incarceration does not give rise to a presumption of unfitness); Ash & Gwyer, Involuntary Abandonment: Infants of Imprisoned Parents, 10 BULL. OF THE AM. ASS'N. OF PSYCH. & LAW 103, 103 (1982) (finding that "in many states, legal abandonment occurs when a parent is jailed . . . ."); Note, The Single Mother as Criminal Defendant: A Practitioner's Guide to the Consequences of Incarceration, 9 GOLDEN GATE U.L. REV. 507, 508 (1979) ("Unlike most other prisoners, the single mother serves a double sentence, one that deprives her of her liberty, the other that deprives her of her motherhood."); Note, The Loss of Parental Rights as a Consequence of Conviction and Imprisonment: Unintended Punishment, 6 NEW ENG. J. PINS. L. 61, 62-63 (1979) (concluding that "[a] parent's right to care for and retain control over his or her child may be irretrievably lost once a parent has been sentenced for a crime . . . ."); see also Annotation, Parent's Involuntary Confinement, or Failure to Care for Child as a Result Thereof, as Evincing Neglect, Unfitness, or the Like in a Dependency or Divestiture Proceeding, 79 A.L.R. 3d 417 (1977); Annotation, Parent's Involuntary Confinement, or Failure to Care for Child as a Result Thereof, as Permitting Adoption Without Parental Consent, 78 A.L.R. 3d 712 (1977).
they are born. If a mother has any contact with her infant at all, it is limited to sporadic visitation until her release from prison. This separation may be harmful to the child's future growth and development.

Most women in prison are serving sentences of fewer than two years as punishment for nonviolent "economic" crimes. Female prisoners currently constitute only 4.6 percent of the total prison population of the United States, yet the number of female prisoners has been increasing in recent years. Therefore, the number of infants temporarily taken from their mothers is likely to increase.

Currently, the laws of forty states fail to address whether a mother convicted of a criminal offense may retain physical custody of her infant. When the mother is sentenced to a term of incarceration, the general practice in these states is to arrange to

5 In Massachusetts, for example, the current practice is to separate newborn infants from their mothers 48 hours after birth. Massachusetts Program Design, supra note 3, at 2. For purposes of this note, the terms "infant" and "child" mean persons under two years of age.

6 See Barry, Children of Prisoners: Punishing the Innocent, YOUTH LAW NEWS (Mar.—Apr. 1985) 12, 14. In a survey of 32 women with children in a Connecticut correctional institution, eight reported seeing their children once a month or more and fifteen had not seen their children at all during their incarceration, which ranged from one week to one year. W. Baker, S. Provence, C. Perkins, & A. Solnit, Task Force Report 36–37 (June 14, 1985) (available from the Connecticut Civil Liberties Foundation, Hartford, Connecticut). Twenty-six of these women planned to resume care of their children at their release. Id.

Most women's prisons are located far from the cities where inmates' children and families live. One common problem with visitation is the caretaker's inability to provide transportation. Barry, supra, at 13.

7 See infra text accompanying notes 44–57.

8 U.S. Dept. of Justice, Bureau of Justice Statistics, Special Report, Prison Admission and Releases, 1983, 3, 8 (1986). In 1983, the median time women served when released after a first conviction was 15 months. The mean was 19.2 months for all offenses, including violent offenses. For all nonviolent offenses (74% of all female first releases) the median time served was less than one year. The mean was under 1 1/4 years. Id. at 8. In Massachusetts for example, 90% of incarcerated women serve an average of 4.7 months in prison. Massachusetts Program Design, supra note 3, at 3.

In 1983, 55.7% of the women admitted to prison were convicted for property offenses, primarily in the categories of larceny and forgery/fraud. These crimes include theft, petty larceny, writing worthless checks, obtaining money by false pretenses, counterfeiting, and embezzlement. Another 11.6% of the women were convicted of drug offenses and 7.2% were found guilty of public order offenses. Id. at 3.

9 U.S. Dept. of Justice, Bureau of Justice Statistics, Bulletin, Prisoners in 1985 1, 2 (1986). The total number of prisoners under the jurisdiction of federal and state corrections authorities at the end of 1985 was 503,601. Of these, 23,091 were women. Id.

10 Between 1948 and 1977 the female prison population was less than four percent of the entire prison population. From 1984 to 1985, the female prison population increased to 10.7%. Id.

11 See id.

place the infant with an alternate caretaker until the mother's release. The mother is usually given the opportunity to contribute to the decision of who will care for her child, and may recommend either a relative, friend, or spouse. If the mother is unable to find an acceptable caretaker, a state social service agency generally will place the child in foster care until the mother's release.

A few states have taken legislative action, apparently recognizing a need to keep incarcerated mothers and their infants together, when possible. These statutes' mandates range from temporary infant care within prisons to sentencing alternatives for pregnant convicts. Only two states, however, New York and California, have developed active, working programs through which single mothers may retain physical custody of their infants while serving their sentences. The New York statute provides that an incarcerated mother may retain physical custody of her child for one year. As a result of this statutory provision, the infants of some incarcerated women in New York live in a prison nursery in the same facility as their mothers.

California's statute, in contrast, provides that as an alternative to incarceration, certain eligible convicted women may serve their sentences in community residences where they may live with their infants. Accordingly, California has developed the

---

15 Mothers and social workers must make arrangements for temporary care. Note, On Prisoners and Parenting: Preserving the Tie that Binds, 87 YALE L.J. 1408, 1410 (1978). In most cases, the mother will place the child with relatives. Where relatives are unavailable, the state will place the child in foster care. Id. at 1410-11. This practice varies little from state to state. Telephone interview with Ellen Barry, Director, Legal Services for Prisoners with Children (California) (Dec. 15, 1986); telephone interview with Gail T. Smith, Director, Chicago Legal Aid for Prisoners with Children (Jan. 9, 1987); telephone interview with Linda Romanow, Director, Looking Into Needs of Kids (Michigan) (Jan. 9, 1987). See also Diernfiekl v. People, 323 P.2d 628, 632, 137 Colo. 238, 244-45 ("A parent may make such arrangement for care of his [or her] child as circumstances may demand without order of the court by guardianship or otherwise."). See, e.g., Barry Memorandum, supra note 2; Complaint at 12, West v. Manson, No. H83-366 (D.C. Conn.) filed 1983). See also infra note 111 and accompanying text.

16 Note, The Loss of Parental Rights as a Consequence of Conviction and Imprisonment: Unintended Punishment, 6 NEW ENO. J. PRIS. L. 61, 66 (1979). In California, for example, after a mother is arrested, the department of social services arranges for foster care if the father or relative is not available. Barry Memorandum, supra note 2. See also infra note 112 and accompanying text.


19 Calif. Penal Code §§ 3410–3424 (West 1982); N.Y. CORRECT. LAW § 611 (McKinney 1968). This time may be extended to eighteen months if the mother is soon to be paroled. Id. § 611-2.


22 See CAL. PENAL CODE §§ 3410-3424.
Mother-Infant Care Program. This program consists of three halfway houses where convicted mothers currently serve sentences while continuing to live with and care for their infants.

While working legislative alternatives to separation currently exist in only two states, numerous private organizations have taken action, independent of the legislature, to assist incarcerated mothers and their children. Some of these organizations recently have developed proposals for community residences as an alternative to incarceration for convicted women who are pregnant or are the mothers of infants. This note suggests that these new proposals, considered in light of the success of current programs in California and New York, demonstrate the feasibility of effective legislative action in other states. Legislation can insure that fit mothers who are convicted of nonviolent crimes and are serving short prison sentences will be allowed to care for their infants in community residence programs, or, alternatively, in prison nurseries. Allowing convicted mothers to care for their infants in the critical early months of the infants' lives could prevent subsequent developmental harm which separation may cause. Furthermore, properly structured residential programs and prison nurseries will preserve the state interests in the goals of the correctional system: deterrence, security, and rehabilitation.

This note begins by outlining the primary interests involved in determining whether convicted mothers may retain physical custody of their infants while they serve their sentences. Section II first provides an overview of the historical treatment of convicted mothers, and then analyzes current legislative action and judicial decisions — primarily in New York and California — regarding the separation of infants from their incarcerated mothers. This section also discusses the findings and activities of private groups organized to aid convicted mothers and their children. Section III proposes legislative action to insure alternatives to separation, and suggests that while both community residences and prison nurseries present acceptable alternatives, the community residence

Barry Memorandum, supra note 2, at 3. See also infra notes 174–82 and accompanying text.

Barry Memorandum, supra note 2, at 3.

See infra notes 186–99 and accompanying text.


The characteristics and needs of prison populations vary from state to state and may therefore require appropriate program features. For example, in Massachusetts, many women are addicted to drugs upon entering prison. Therefore, the proposed program includes drug rehabilitation. Massachusetts Program Design, supra note 3, at 4; Expectant Mothers in Massachusetts, supra note 2, at 4. States with small female prisoner populations could collaborate to establish regional residences serving more than one state. See Fox, Interstate Corrections and Penal Legislation, 62 B.U.L. Rev. 57 (1969).

See infra text accompanying notes 44–57.


See infra notes 36–89 and accompanying text.

See infra notes 85–102 and accompanying text.

See infra notes 103–85 and accompanying text.

See infra notes 186–200 and accompanying text.
option ultimately yields the greatest benefit.\textsuperscript{34} Legislatively mandated programs to prevent separation serve the interests of convicted mothers and their infants and at the same time preserve the state interests in the institutional goals of deterrence, security, and rehabilitation, as well as the state interest in safeguarding the best interests of children.\textsuperscript{35} Constructive, humane alternatives to the current disregard of the problems of incarcerated women and their children are long overdue.

I. IN THE BEST INTERESTS OF THE CHILD, THE MOTHER, OR THE STATE?

The determination of whether incarcerated mothers should retain physical custody of their infants implicates three primary interests: the child's, the mother's, and the state's.\textsuperscript{36} The child has an interest in normal child development, which may depend upon the child's continuous care by a single caretaker.\textsuperscript{37} Because a majority of women incarcerated in the United States are single mothers,\textsuperscript{38} the children of these women have a specific interest in the opportunity to bond with their mothers. The incarcerated mother's interests are also involved.\textsuperscript{39} While under normal circumstances the mother, as a parent, has the right to control her child's care, this right may be suspended due to her criminal conviction.\textsuperscript{40} Finally, the state has an interest in determining whether convicted mothers should retain physical custody of their infants while serving their sentences.\textsuperscript{41} The state's interests include maintaining the orderly operation of its criminal justice system and protecting the best interests of the child.\textsuperscript{42} Thus, in formulating a policy concerning imprisoned mothers and their infants, a state legislature must balance these three interests.

Children clearly have a strong interest in being free from harm, and in growing up physically and psychologically healthy.\textsuperscript{43} Normal child development may require the establishment, through continuity of care by one adult caretaker, of an attachment bond which the infant maintains throughout childhood.\textsuperscript{44} If this bond is destroyed through

\textsuperscript{34} See \textit{infra} notes 201-62 and accompanying text.
\textsuperscript{35} See \textit{infra} notes 80-83, 240-58, and accompanying text.
\textsuperscript{36} See \textit{infra} notes 37-42 and accompanying text.
\textsuperscript{38} See \textit{supra} note 2 and accompanying text.
\textsuperscript{39} See \textit{infra} notes 64-68 and accompanying text.
\textsuperscript{40} See \textit{infra} note 64 and accompanying text.
\textsuperscript{41} See \textit{infra} notes 70-84 and accompanying text.
\textsuperscript{42} Id.
\textsuperscript{43} See Declaration of the Rights of the Child, G.A. Res. 1386, 14 U.N. GAOR Supp. (No.16) at 19, U.N. Doc. A/4354 (1959). This United Nations resolution stated: The child shall enjoy special protection, and shall be given opportunities and facilities by law and other means, to enable him [or her] to develop physically, mentally, spiritually and socially in a healthy and normal manner and in conditions of freedom and dignity. In the enactment of laws for this purpose, the best interests of the child shall be the paramount consideration.
\textsuperscript{44} \textit{BEST INTERESTS, supra} note 37, at 18-20. \textit{See also Note, supra} note 13, at 1412 n.13.
separation from the parent during the first two years of life, a child may successfully form a new bond with a second caretaker, but this capability diminishes as the child grows older. Once the child passes beyond the point where he or she is able to form an adequate attachment bond, the child may not only experience difficulty in forming relationships, but also experience developmental retardation. A child normally develops a specific attachment to an adult by the time he or she is seven months old. Such attachment bonds are commonly formed through the infant's routine care by one or more adult. Studies suggest that if a child does not have sufficient contact with an attachment figure between one month and twenty-five months of age, the child may lose his or her ability to form such an attachment. This loss may hinder intellectual development and affect the child's ability to maintain interpersonal relationships later.

If the child is not yet mature enough to maintain the attachment bond during the separation, the child may experience acute distress followed by hostility and withdrawal. This distress may occur in infants as young as six months who are shifted from one caretaker to another. Factors which influence the degree of harm that results from disrupting an infant's attachments include the child's ability to comprehend that the separation is temporary, whether the separation removes the child from familiar surroundings, whether a substitute figure exists with whom the child might form a new attachment, and finally, the nature of the child's relationship with the attachment figure before the separation. Regardless of whether a child forms a new attachment bond, prolonged separation from the attachment figure may in itself be traumatic for the child. If damage from early separation from an attachment figure is not reversed during childhood, the child may develop delinquent behavior. Therefore, children

---

45 Best Interests, supra note 37, at 40-41; J. Bowlby, Attachment and Loss: Attachment 327 (1980). Bowlby states:

As regards development of the first attachment, it is plain that during the second quarter of the first year of life infants are sensitive and ready to make a discriminated attachment. After six months of age they can still do so; but as the months pass difficulties increase. By the second year, it seems clear, these difficulties are already great; and they do not diminish.

Id. at 327.

46 Ainsworth, supra note 37, at 65, 76.

47 Id. at 32.

48 Id. at 55. An infant may form attachment bonds with more than one person. Id. at 33. In most cases, however, one attachment bond will be primary. Id. at 81.

49 Id. at 43. The inability to form attachment bonds has been shown primarily with children who have been raised in institutional settings in the early months of their lives. Id.

50 Id. at 53.

51 Id. at 65.

52 Id. at 65-67.

53 Id. at 67. This has been shown even where neither caretaker was an institutional caretaker.

54 Id. at 65.

55 Id.

56 Note, supra note 13, at 1415. S. Glueck, Unravelling Juvenile Delinquency 122-23 (1950). In Glueck's survey sample, over half of the delinquents surveyed suffered their first break in family life at less than five years of age. The nondelinquent sample's rate of separation at this age was less than half. Id. See also C. Taft & E. Hodges, Delinquents, Their Families, and the Community 92 (1962); Barry Memorandum, supra note 2, at 2.
have a strong interest in being free to bond with a caretaker from whom they will not be separated early in life.\textsuperscript{57}

Although studies indicate that healthy psychological development depends upon formation of an attachment bond, no court yet has considered whether this interest is constitutionally protected.\textsuperscript{58} In 1986, the United States Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit, in \textit{Southerland v. Thigpen}, considered the related issue of a child's right to be breast-fed by her incarcerated mother and concluded that the legitimate interests of the state outweighed such a right.\textsuperscript{59} Nevertheless, the court recognized that a child's right to personal association with a parent is not "wholly lacking" constitutional protection from government interference.\textsuperscript{60} The court reasoned, however, that children suffer many adverse consequences when a parent is imprisoned, such as loss of the parent's earning power.\textsuperscript{61} The Fifth Circuit noted that no court has ever suggested "that the state is constitutionally obliged to modify the convicted family member's sentence to confine-ment or its execution in order to accommodate a spouse's or minor child's associational or relational interests vis-a-vis the convict."\textsuperscript{62} The court thus concluded that state interests may override a child's interest in breast-feeding.\textsuperscript{63}

The mother's interests are also a factor in determining whether a state should allow convicted mothers to retain physical custody of their infants. The incarcerated mother is in a unique situation. Normally, she would have control over the care of her child, under the well-settled constitutional principle that natural parents have a primary right to custody, care, and nurturance of their children.\textsuperscript{64} While she may wish to raise her child, however, the state may prevent her from doing so because of her criminal conviction.\textsuperscript{65} The only two courts which have addressed the issue directly have summarily concluded that the right to physical custody of a child is not compatible with incarceration.\textsuperscript{66} In reaching this result, the Oregon Court of Appeals reasoned that "to hold

\textsuperscript{57} Note, \textit{Babies Behind Bars: Should Incarcerated Mothers be Allowed to Keep their Newborns with them in Prison?} 16 U. Rich. L. Rev. 677, 680 (1982).

\textsuperscript{58} Although two courts have considered bonding and continuity of care in determining a child's best interests, these interests have not been identified as a constitutional right. See \textit{Delaney v. Booth}, 400 So. 2d 1269, 1290 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 1981); Bailey v. Lombard, 101 Misc. 2d 56, 62–64, 420 N.Y.S.2d 650, 654–55 (1979). The \textit{Delaney} court heard testimony from a clinical psychologist that bonding is important to a child's emotional health, and that the best interests of the child would be served by placing the child in prison with its mother. \textit{Delaney}, 400 So. 2d at 1289. The court, however, found that the child would receive greater consistency of care living with the grandmother who planned ultimately to care for the child after the mother's term in prison. \textit{Id.} at 1270.

\textsuperscript{59} Southerland v. Thigpen, 784 F.2d 715, 718 (5th Cir. 1986).

\textsuperscript{60} \textit{Id.} at 717.

\textsuperscript{61} \textit{Id.} at 717–18.

\textsuperscript{62} \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{63} \textit{Id.} at 718.


\textsuperscript{65} Southerland v. Thigpen, 784 F.2d 715 (5th Cir. 1986); Pendergrass v. Toombs, 24 Or. App. 719, 721, 546 P.2d 1103, 1105 (1976).

\textsuperscript{66} Southerland, 784 F.2d at 716; Pendergrass, 24 Or. App. at 721, 546 P.2d at 1103.
otherwise would be to hold that no parent of an unemancipated minor child can be imprisoned for commission of a crime." The Fifth Circuit, however, explained that the very concept of incarceration requires the loss of associational rights and isolation from society, logically precluding a convict's asserting a right against isolation. The court further concluded that ordering infants to be housed at correctional institutions or, alternatively, suspending all mothers' prison sentences undermines the state goals of deterrence, retribution, and maintenance of security.

The state's interests are the predominant consideration in determining whether convicted mothers should retain custody of their infants. The primary justification for restricting an incarcerated person's rights is the state's interest in maintaining the orderly and efficient operation of its criminal justice system. The United States Supreme Court has articulated three central objectives in the administration of penal institutions. These objectives include deterrence, rehabilitation, and internal prison security. Deterrence has twin goals: specific deterrence ensures that punishment will prevent a particular offender from repeating a criminal act; and general deterrence serves as an example to discourage others from performing similar unlawful acts. Rehabilitation theoretically advances society's interests by reforming a criminal into a valuable citizen. Prisons achieve rehabilitation through programs that remedy an inmate's educational and other deficiencies which may have led to the criminal act in the first instance. The rehabilitation goal is sometimes subordinated to the state's third objective: prison security. Prison security is necessary in order to maintain discipline within the prison, protect prison staff and visitors, and to prevent escape. Prison administrators must insure the safety of all persons coming in contact with the prisoners, as well as the prisoners themselves.

While the state has a strong interest in deterring crime, rehabilitating criminals, and maintaining prison security, the state also has an obligation to protect the best interests of the child. Under the doctrine of parens patriae, the state has the duty and power to

---

67 Id. at 721, 546 P.2d at 1104.
68 Southland, 784 F.2d at 717.
69 See id.
71 Pell, 417 U.S. at 822-23; Martinez, 416 U.S. at 412 (1973).
72 Id.
74 Id. at 77; see also Pell, 417 U.S. at 823.
77 Hudson, 468 U.S. at 526-27; Martinez, 416 U.S. at 412.
78 Hudson, 468 U.S. at 526-27.
79 Parens patriae literally means "parent of the country" and refers traditionally to the role of the state as sovereign and guardian of persons under legal disability. The doctrine originated in the English common law where the monarch had a royal prerogative to act as guardian to persons with legal disabilities such as infants. Black's Law Dictionary 1092 (5th ed. 1979). See also Comment, Child Custody: Best Interests of Children v. Constitutional Rights of Parents, 81 Dick. L. Rev. 733, 733-35 (1977) and cases cited therein.

---
act as guardian for those under legal disability. The state normally will interfere with the parent/child relationship only when the relationship has broken down and the life, health, or safety of the child is endangered. The presumption is that "if there is still reason to believe that a positive, nurturing parent-child relationship exists, the *parens patriae* interest favors preservation, not severance of natural family bonds." Thus, as the female prison population continues to grow, a new state interest emerges — the state must guard the welfare of the child while maintaining an efficient penal system. Properly structured state sponsored programs which allow convicted mothers to retain physical custody of their children achieve this goal. Courts have not yet identified the constitutional rights which might compel a state to discontinue the practice of separating incarcerated mothers and their infants. Some state legislatures, however, have enacted statutes which advance a state policy of keeping convicted mothers and their children together.

II. THE LEGISLATIVE RESPONSE

A. Historical Treatment of Incarcerated Mothers

State legislatures first promulgated statutes providing for infant care within prisons in the early part of this century. Historical studies indicate that at one time, incarcerated women routinely were permitted to care for their children in the prison setting. There is no accurate record, however, of the number of mothers who were allowed to keep their children with them, or how such programs operated.

Some of the statutes that permitted infant care within prisons later were repealed or amended to direct that infants be removed from their mothers immediately upon the mother's incarceration. No available legislative documents indicate the rationale behind these changes. In Kansas, for example, the statute providing for infant care within prisons was dropped without documented explanation when that state thoroughly reworked its penal code in 1973.

Similarly, Virginia's permissive statute was amended. The original 1918 statute allowed incarcerated mothers to retain custody of their children up to four years of

---

80 Comment, *supra* note 79, at 733-35.
81 Note, *supra* note 13, at 1421.
83 *See supra* note 10 and accompanying text.
84 *See, e.g.,* CAL. PENAL CODE §§ 3410-3424 (West 1982); N.Y. CORRECT. LAW § 611 (McKinney 1968).
86 *See, e.g.,* E. FREEDMAN, THEIR SISTERS' KEEPERS, WOMEN'S PRISON REFORM IN AMERICA, 1830-1930, 30, 96, 152 (1981).
87 This lack of documentation may be due to the comparatively small number of women in the corrections system. *See supra* notes 9-10. One commentator has suggested that in places where all incarcerated women were housed in one institution, there was no need for a formal statewide policy of recordkeeping. Note, *supra* note 57, at 687 n.62.
age. The Virginia legislature amended this statute in 1930, giving the director of the department of corrections discretion to determine whether a child's best interests were advanced by custody with the mother in the correctional institution. From 1930 on, Virginia permitted incarcerated women to keep their children with them on a regular basis, but for decreasing periods of time. By 1960, the department of corrections permitted infants to stay with their mothers until the infants reached two years of age. The department shortened this time to three months and then to thirty days until, by 1976, incarcerated mothers were no longer allowed custody of their infants for any period of time. The Superintendent of the Virginia Correctional Center for Women, empowered by the statute to determine whether infants could stay with their incarcerated mothers, explained that she disallowed women custody of their infants under the statute because she believed that early separation of mother and infant was "easier" on both parties, prison facilities were inadequate, and an infant's presence might be difficult for other inmates who had been separated from their children. In 1982, in a complete revision of Virginia's prisons and corrections statute, the legislature omitted the provision which allowed the possibility that some incarcerated mothers might keep their children with them in prison. The legislative history provides no explanation for this omission.

Similarly, state legislatures in California and Florida substantially amended statutes which had allowed incarcerated mothers to retain physical custody of their infants. In both states, these amendments followed litigation brought to enforce incarcerated mothers' rights under the statutes. While the revised Florida statute completely disallows

---

92 See VA. CODE ANN. § 1903a (1930), cited in Note, supra note 57, at 687 n.60.
93 Note, supra note 57, at 687.
94 Id. at 687.
95 Id. at 688.
96 Id. at 688 n.70.
100 From 1929 to 1978, California had laws on the books enabling women to keep their infants with them in prison. See 1929 Cal. Stat. ch. 244, § 9, cited in Note, Women and Children First: An Examination of the Unique Needs of Women in Prison, 16 GOLDEN GATE U.L. REV. 455, 470 n.147 (1986) (hereinafter Women and Children First). In 1978, for the first time, a female prisoner brought suit to gain custody of her child under the California statute. See Cardell v. Enomoto, No. 701-094 (Sup. Ct. San Francisco, 1976) (Memorandum of Intended Decision), cited in Note, supra, at 470 n.149. The court found that the statute did not grant an incarcerated mother an absolute right to custody of her infant in prison. Id. at 471. The same year, the statute was repealed and replaced by a provision which authorized the creation of community residence programs for incarcerated mothers. 1978 Cal. Stat. ch. 1054. See infra notes 174–82 and accompanying text. The California legislature provided that this statute was subject to review in 1980. At that time the legislature made the statute less restrictive and enacted it in its present form. CAL. PENAL CODE §§ 3410–3424. The most significant change in the statute was that the original legislation provided that children under two years of age and mothers with projected sentences of two years or less would be eligible for the program, whereas the new statute expands the program to include children under six years of age and mothers six years or less from release. From 1957 until 1981, Florida law permitted incarcerated mothers to keep their children with them in prison. See 1957 Fla. Laws ch. 121, § 22; FLA. STAT. ANN. § 944.24 (West 1985), cited in
placing an infant with the incarcerated mother, the California legislature created an alternative residential program in which convicted women may live with their children. Thus, although some states once routinely permitted incarcerated women to care for their children in prison, these states gradually omitted these provisions.

B. Current Status of Incarcerated Mothers and Their Infants

Most states currently do not allow incarcerated mothers to retain physical custody of their children, even where the mother's crime is nonviolent and she is one of the majority of women sentenced to a short prison term. While a great majority of state statutes are silent on the issue, some states have created alternative ways to allow convicted mothers to care for their infants. These alternatives include prison nurseries, sentencing modification, and community residences.

In forty states there are no statutes which address whether a mother convicted of a criminal offense may retain physical custody of her infant. In these states, the parents or the state itself must arrange for temporary care of the child if the father is not present. In a majority of cases, the mother places her child with relatives. Where no relatives are available or where state welfare officials determine that state care is required, the state places the child in a foster home or in a state institution.

Note, supra, at 466. In 1979, a female inmate brought suit to retain custody of her newborn. Moore v. Wainwright, no. 79-3425 (Cir. Ct.), rev'd sub nom. Wainwright v. Moore, 374 So. 2d 586 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 1979). Although the trial court interpreted the statute as giving sole discretion to the mother to choose to keep the child, the appellate court remanded the case to take into consideration the interests of all the parties in light of the best interests of the child. Wainwright, 374 So. 2d at 588. The mother was paroled before the rehearing took place. Note, supra note 57, at 679. The Florida Department of Corrections subsequently allowed ten mothers to have custody of their infants in prison. Id. In 1981, the court in Delaney v. Booth held that an incarcerated mother has no statutory or constitutional right to raise a child in prison; 400 So. 2d 1269, 1270 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 1981). The same year, the Florida legislature repealed the statute which allowed a child to remain with his or her mother in prison. The law currently provides that the mother may give birth outside the institution, and that the child will be placed outside the institution. Fla. Stat. Ann. § 944.24(2) (West 1985).
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Four states currently provide that under special circumstances or for a limited time period, a mother may retain physical custody of her infant while in prison. Only one state, New York, provides that incarcerated mothers may retain custody of their infants for up to one year. Connecticut's statute provides that children born to inmates may be maintained in a correctional institution for up to sixty days. Other statutes do not establish a specific time period. The West Virginia and North Carolina statutes direct only that a child born in a penitentiary be removed from the correctional institution as soon as possible after birth. The comparable Illinois statute gives the director of the department of corrections discretion to decide whether a child in sole custody of its mother before her incarceration or born during her incarceration may reside in a correctional institution with the mother. In recent years, however, no child is known to have remained in an Illinois prison with his or her mother.

New York law, in contrast, provides that infants born while their mothers are confined in state correctional institutions, or who are nursing at the time of the mother's commitment, may live in the institution with their mothers for one year. The statute also provides that the officer in charge of the institution may remove the child from the institution at any time before one year after determining that removal would be in the child's best interests. The child's stay is thus limited to "such period as seems desirable for the welfare of the child ...."

Two New York court decisions illustrate that the corrections officer's power to refuse to allow an incarcerated mother to retain physical custody of her child is subject to the officer's actual determination that the separation is in the individual child's best interests. Apgar v. Beauter involved a pregnant woman who was incarcerated while awaiting trial on a murder charge. After she gave birth to her son in a hospital the sheriff refused her permission to see or care for the infant. The sheriff also refused to permit the child to return to the jail with his mother, on the grounds that it would affect prison morale and that the child's crying would disturb the other inmates. The New York
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114 See infra notes 120-22 and accompanying text.
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119 Telephone interview with Gail T. Smith, Project Director, Chicago Legal Aid to Incarcerated Mothers (Jan. 9, 1987).

120 N.Y. Correct. Law §§ 611-2, 611-3 (McKinney 1968). This time period may be extended to eighteen months if the mother is to be paroled shortly after the child's first birthday. Id. at § 611-2.
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124 Apgar, 75 Misc. 2d at 439-40, 347 N.Y.S.2d at 874.

125 Id. at 440, 347 N.Y.S.2d at 874.
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127 Id. at 442, 347 N.Y.S.2d at 876.
Court of Appeals found that because the sheriff based his decision on considerations other than the child's best interests, the jail officials failed to prove that the separation would serve the child's interests. The court thus held that the petitioner had a statutory right to retain physical custody of her child while she was incarcerated, for the first year of the child's life. In reaching this conclusion, the Apgar court stated that adequate food, clothing, shelter, care, and medical assistance were available to the child in the jail. Furthermore, the court acknowledged the legislatively expressed presumption that the natural mother's care is important to the child's best interests.

In the later case of Bailey v. Lombard, the New York Court of Appeals again focused on the best interests of the child, and affirmed the sheriff's decision to separate a mother and her infant daughter. In interpreting the New York statute and analyzing the best interests of the child, the Bailey court recognized the importance of psychological bonding for infants. The facts showed, however, that the mother was scheduled for transfer to another institution, and therefore was likely to be separated from her infant in any event. Faced with a choice between immediately placing the child in foster care or delaying the separation, the court determined that immediate placement would provide greater stability and continuity of care for the infant. The court further found that the mother's inadequate past parenting behavior did not compel the conclusion that separation would be harmful to her child. Thus, the court found it was not in the best interests of the child to remain with her mother in prison.

In Bailey, the sheriff also argued that prison facilities were not suited for caring for an infant, and that keeping infants in jail created security hazards. The court fully rejected these arguments, maintaining that a decision based on these factors alone would be arbitrary and capricious. Rather, the court ruled, the individual child's best interests must be the primary consideration.

The Bailey court set forth several factors the sheriff must consider in analyzing whether separation is in a child's best interests. These factors include the availability of facilities adequate to insure the child's health and safety, the mother's psychological health and parenting background, the crime for which the mother was convicted as it

128 Id.
129 Id.
130 Id.
131 Id.
133 Id. at 63, 420 N.Y.S.2d at 654.
134 Id. at 62-65, 420 N.Y.S.2d at 654-55.
135 Id. at 64-66, 420 N.Y.S.2d at 654-55.
136 Id. at 64-65, 420 N.Y.S.2d at 655. The mother in question had a history of separation from her children and inadequate physical care for her children. Id. at 58-60, 420 N.Y.S.2d at 652. She had lost contact with two of her children for over one year, and was unaware of their location. Id. at 64, 420 N.Y.S.2d at 655. She also could not identify such things as her children's favorite colors, toys, or their friends' names. Id.
137 Id. at 66, 420 N.Y.S.2d at 656.
138 Id. at 65, 420 N.Y.S.2d at 655.
139 Id. at 65-66, 420 N.Y.S.2d at 656.
140 Id.
141 Id. at 62, 420 N.Y.S.2d at 654.
might reflect upon her parenting capabilities, and the length of the mother's sentence. The court considered the length of the mother's sentence in light of the period of time the child would be in the facility, with attention to the child's growing need for stimulation and mobility. In general, the Bailey court directed the sheriff to weigh the benefits and detriments of parental care in jail against the effects of placing the child in foster care.

The New York statute permitting incarcerated mothers to keep their infants — and case law upholding its provisions — has given rise to the only prison nurseries in the United States. The infants live in a nursery on the same floor of the prison as their mothers. Each infant has a separate cubicle which includes a chair in which the mother can sit to hold the baby. During the day, mothers move freely between their rooms and the nursery and playroom. At night, while the mothers are locked up, guards supervise the babies. If a baby cries during the night, a guard notifies the mother and takes her to her child. The mothers are responsible for feeding and bathing their babies. They are permitted to take their children outside from time to time, but they are under constant surveillance by prison officials.

Alternative sentencing is another method which some states have employed to permit convicted mothers and their children to remain together. Statutes in North Carolina, Massachusetts, and Maryland provide alternatives to prison sentences for pregnant women convicted of crimes, including temporary deferral of sentencing, and suspension, parole or commutation of the sentence. California, however, is the only state which provides for the establishment of alternative residences where mothers and children may live together in a secured community residence during the term of the mother's sentence.

The North Carolina statute provides that a sentencing court may defer the sentence of a pregnant woman convicted of a nonviolent crime. The court may defer her sentence until six weeks after the birth of her child. Under this statute, the court may
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148 Facility Publication, supra note 21, at 14. New York currently has two nurseries, one at Bedford Hills and one at Riker's Island. Id. Prison nurseries have been successful in other countries, including West Germany, Denmark, and Yugoslavia. Bedford Hills, supra note 21, at 27-28.
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159 See N.C. Gen. Stat. § 15A-1353 (1983). The woman, however, may elect to begin her sentence immediately. Id.
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impose conditions on a woman's release to insure that she serves her sentence in the future.\textsuperscript{161}

In contrast to the North Carolina statute, the Massachusetts and Maryland statutes provide only for women who discover that they are pregnant while already serving prison sentences.\textsuperscript{162} The Massachusetts statute provides that a corrections authority may grant a pregnant inmate liberty or discharge for an indefinite period of time.\textsuperscript{163} The Maryland statute empowers the governor, rather than a corrections authority, to decide whether an incarcerated pregnant woman's sentence should be suspended or commuted, or whether she should be paroled.\textsuperscript{164} The governor's decision must be based on a recommendation by the officer of the correctional institution that the facts so require.\textsuperscript{165} This power has not been exercised in recent years, however.\textsuperscript{166}

In California, however, incarcerated mothers and their children live together outside the prison in minimum security community residences.\textsuperscript{167} In 1978, the California legislature expressly recognized that infants can suffer serious psychological damage if they are separated from their mothers during their mothers' incarceration.\textsuperscript{168} Thus, the legislature enacted the statute in order "to alleviate the harm to such infants, consistent with the interest of public safety and justice."\textsuperscript{169}

The current California statute requires the probation department to notify all incarcerated women with probable release dates of fewer than six years about the program's existence and their possible eligibility.\textsuperscript{170} Under the present law, a woman is eligible for the program if she gives birth while incarcerated, or if she is the primary caretaker of a child under six and a court has not previously declared her an unfit mother.\textsuperscript{171} Eligibility depends upon her parental fitness, which may be challenged by either the child's current caretaker, the department of corrections, or the local agency conducting neglect and dependency hearings.\textsuperscript{172} There is a presumption in favor of filing such a challenge if the mother has been convicted of a violent felony such as murder, kidnapping, rape, sodomy, or lewd acts, or if she has been convicted of child abuse in any proceeding.\textsuperscript{173}

\textsuperscript{161} Id.
\textsuperscript{163} See Mass. Gen. Laws Ann. ch. 127, § 142. The determination of whether she will be discharged should be based on the best interests of the woman or her child. Id. No case has ever enumerated the factors the statute requires the court to consider.
\textsuperscript{164} Md. Code Ann. art. 27, § 699.
\textsuperscript{165} Id.
\textsuperscript{166} Telephone interview with Sandy Berenson, Director of the Prisoner Assistance Project in Maryland (Feb. 3, 1987). Ms. Berenson offered the explanation that the statute was enacted because women were originally incarcerated in the same facility as men, and would require hospital care outside the institution at childbirth and immediately after childbirth. Since the state constructed a prison facility for women with a hospital annex, no governor has exercised the power to recommend modification of an incarcerated pregnant woman's sentence.
\textsuperscript{167} See Cal. Penal Code §§ 3410–3424. See also infra notes 168–82 and accompanying text.
\textsuperscript{168} 1978 Cal. Stat. ch. 1054, sec. 2. This section expressly provides "the Legislature finds that the separation of infants from their mothers while their mothers are in prison, can cause serious psychological damage to such infants ...." Id.
\textsuperscript{169} Id.
\textsuperscript{170} Cal. Penal Code § 3415(a).
\textsuperscript{171} Id. § 3417.
\textsuperscript{172} Id. § 3420.
\textsuperscript{173} Id.
The California statute led to the creation of the Mother-Infant Care Program which consists of three halfway houses in California communities. Women living in these community residences are subject to rules and regulations established by the program and the department of corrections to insure appropriate security. The women are strictly supervised and participate in a tightly structured daily program. Upon first entering the program, the mother may leave the facility with an authorized escort only for reasons related to bringing her child into the program. All mothers must provide full time care for their children. Over the course of their sentences, mothers gain greater freedom through a graduated pass system in which they progress from constant supervision to a work furlough program during which they become responsible for their child care costs. The Mother-Infant Care Program facility offers programs such as parenting classes, psychological counseling, college classes, and vocational training designed to encourage the mother-child relationship and assist the mother in her return to society. Despite a formal charge that the California Department of Corrections initially failed to implement the program properly, the program has been a success, marked by the fact that no mother who has participated has returned to prison.

At present, only a small minority of states have taken steps to keep incarcerated mothers and their infants together. Of states with statutes addressing this issue, only New York and California have created working programs pursuant to the statutory mandates. The current practice in the remainder of the states is to separate infants from their incarcerated mothers as soon as possible.

While a majority of legislatures have failed to stop the practice of separating convicted mothers from their infants, private organizations are working nationwide, search-
ing for solutions and mobilizing for political action. In Connecticut, a task force was formed pursuant to the terms of a settlement agreement in litigation brought by four incarcerated women and their children against the Commissioner of the Connecticut Department of Corrections and others. After extensive investigation, the task force recommended a community program which would include only women whose security clearance qualifies them for community release. Rather than insuring minimum security in community residences, as in the California program, the Connecticut proposal would permit eligible inmates access to community services and employment. The task force concluded that its recommendations would serve the greatest number of inmates in Connecticut at the least cost.

In Massachusetts, a privately created task force projects establishing a community residence program in 1988. This program is designed primarily as a sentencing alternative, and will accept referrals from courts, the department of corrections, and parole authorities. Eligibility for the program and the form of "maternity reassignment" available would depend on the severity of criminal charges brought against a woman, her history of substance abuse, the length of her sentence, and the type of family support available to her. The task force recommended that the court could stipulate that a woman's prison sentence be waived contingent on successful voluntary participation in the program during her pregnancy and at least six weeks afterward. As with the California program, the Massachusetts model proposes surveillance of the women at all times, and the women would gain increasing freedom as they begin reintegration into the community.

The only privately established residential program currently in operation is the Mothers and Infants Together program in Fort Worth, Texas. This program provides temporary alternative housing for incarcerated mothers and their infants. After the child is three months old, the mother moves to a halfway house or returns to prison without her child.

The task force proposals in Massachusetts and Connecticut are based on extensive research including inmate interviews, a review of current literature on the subject, and

188 Task Force Report, supra note 6, at 2.
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193 Id. at 12.
194 Id. at 11-12.
195 Id. at 12.
196 Expectant Mothers in Massachusetts, supra note 2, at 20. Volunteers of America began the program, which receives funding from federal programs such as the Federal Bureau of Prisons and Aid to Dependent Children. Id.
197 See Expectant Mothers in Massachusetts, supra note 2, at 20; Memorandum from Karen Schryver to Anita Arriola 2 (Jan. 28, 1986) (available from Chicago Legal Assistance for Incarcerated Mothers (CLAIM), Chicago, Illinois) (discussing alternative sentencing examples/proposals).
198 See authorities cited supra note 197.
on-site inspection of current programs for incarcerated mothers and their children.\textsuperscript{199} The work of these task forces, in addition to other programs for incarcerated mothers which are developing throughout the nation, indicates that community residence programs are both feasible and responsive to a recognized community need. The success of the California program, marked dramatically by the lack of recidivism of program participants,\textsuperscript{200} highlights the fact that such community programs are beneficial not only to incarcerated mothers and their children, but to society as a whole.

III. PROPOSED LEGISLATIVE ALTERNATIVES TO SEPARATION

The current practice in most states of routinely separating incarcerated mothers from their young children should not continue. Separating mothers from children unable to comprehend that the separation is temporary can have drastic effects upon the child's development. Studies have shown that children who are separated from their caretakers may suffer from depression and withdrawal. Furthermore, separation may permanently impair the child's ability to form future attachments.\textsuperscript{201}

Although prison nurseries offer one alternative to separation, the California Mother-Infant Care Program\textsuperscript{202} is the most successful model for a solution to the problem of separating infants from their incarcerated mothers. Other states should follow California's lead and enact similar legislation creating community residences where mothers convicted of nonviolent crime and sentenced to short prison terms could serve out their sentences yet still retain custody of their young children. Community-based programs that permit incarcerated mothers and their infants to remain together would encourage the healthy development of young children and avoid the possible negative consequences which may result from separating children from their caretakers.\textsuperscript{203} Such programs would not unduly interfere with the legitimate state interests in punishing criminals and maintaining an effective correctional system and would also allow the state to fulfill its obligation to protect the best interests of the child.\textsuperscript{204}

A. Current Practices of Separating Convicted Mothers from Young Children are Harmful

Bonding with at least one caretaker during the first six months of life is critical to a child's healthy emotional development.\textsuperscript{205} Psychological studies have demonstrated the damage which may result from a child's inability to form such a bond, and from physically separating infants from their primary caretakers after such a bond has formed.\textsuperscript{206} Form-

\textsuperscript{199} See Massachusetts Program Design, \textit{supra} note 3, at 2; Task Force Report, \textit{supra} note 6, preface.

\textsuperscript{200} See \textit{supra} note 182 and accompanying text.

\textsuperscript{201} See infra notes 205–08 and accompanying text.

\textsuperscript{202} Barry Memorandum, \textit{supra} note 2, at 1.

\textsuperscript{203} See infra notes 205–09 and accompanying text.

\textsuperscript{204} See infra notes 246–57.

\textsuperscript{205} See supra notes 37–57 and accompanying text. Although the theories of bonding and continuity of care have gained wide acceptance, some scholars have criticized them. For a discussion of these criticisms, see Bush & Goldman, \textit{The Psychological Parenting and Permanency Principles in Child Welfare: A Reappraisal and Critique}, 52(2) \textit{AMER. J. OTHONPSYCHIAT.} 223 (1982); \textit{Rutter, Maternal Deprivation, 1972–1978: New Findings, New Concepts, New Approaches}, 50 \textit{CHILD DEVEL.} 283 (1979).

\textsuperscript{206} See, e.g., Gaudin, \textit{Social Work Roles and Tasks with Incarcerated Mothers}, 1984 \textit{J. CONTEMP. SOC. WORK} 279. See also \textit{supra} notes 37, 43–57 and accompanying text.
ing an attachment bond allows a child to develop skills necessary to relate to others. Prolonged separation from a primary caretaker before the child is able to understand that the separation is temporary destroys the bond and may result in distress, regression, and detachment, potentially impairing the child's ability to form future attachments. The child who is prevented from forming or maintaining an attachment bond may also manifest a greater tendency to break the law which may adversely impact not only the child, but society at large.

A majority of children of incarcerated mothers currently are placed with relatives, while a significant number are placed in foster care. Temporary placement of infants with relatives disrupts the continuity of care and may destroy the child's ability to bond with the parent in whose care the child will spend the remainder of his or her childhood. Foster placement may cause even greater harm to the child. Foster children typically are relocated several times while in foster care. State officials often warn foster parents not to become attached to children in their care so that separation will not be as difficult when the children are reunited with their parents. This may create a deficit in the continuity of human attention and nurturing which an infant requires.

Thus, even where the infant is placed in another home, separating an infant from his or her convicted mother may cause the infant great harm.

B. A Rationale for Establishing Community Residence Programs to Keep Convicted Mothers and Their Infants Together

The prevalent practice of taking an infant from its incarcerated mother and placing the infant with another caretaker until its mother may resume custody is potentially harmful to the child. Legislation creating prison nurseries or community residences for nonviolent, fit mothers who, but for their prison sentences, would be the sole caretakers of their children would alleviate the potential harm to children caused by current practices. A mother should be deemed nonviolent if she, like the majority of
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217 A legislative response to the practice of separating convicted mothers and their infants is necessary in part because of judicial reluctance to further the constitutional rights of the mother and the child in these circumstances. See supra notes 58-63. The mother's constitutional right to the care and custody of her children may be justifiably abridged due to her incarceration, yet her infant's additional interests in freedom from developmental harm militate against disrupting the mother's care and custody. To date, no court has thoroughly discussed the child's interests where they may arguably compete with the goals of the penal system. See supra note 58. In Procunier v. Martinez, the Supreme Court ruled that certain prison restrictions may be unconstitutional if they are broader than the legitimate goals of a penal institution. 416 U.S. 396, 412-13 (1973). If it is
incarcerated women, is serving a short sentence for a property or fraud related offense. Furthermore, as the California statute provides, a mother should be presumed fit for parenthood if she has not been previously adjudicated an unfit mother. While prison nurseries and community residence programs both offer viable alternatives to separation, the community residence program offers greater benefits and fewer drawbacks than the prison nursery program. Immediate legislative action is also needed to further the work of community organizations nationwide which are attempting to respond to the needs of incarcerated mothers and children.

While it is beneficial to allow infants to form and maintain attachment bonds with their primary caretakers, this interest must be balanced against the state's competing interest in maintaining its corrections system. Each state has a strong interest in deterring criminals and protecting the public, as well as in using public funds in a cost effective manner. Creating community residences or prison nurseries for currently incarcerated, nonviolent, fit mothers would not unduly interfere with these goals. Furthermore, the community residence option would promote the public interest in reducing overcrowding and facilitating successful rehabilitation of criminals.

Prison nurseries present a second feasible alternative to separating incarcerated mothers from their infants. Prison nurseries are preferable to the community residence model for those women who may not be eligible for a low security residential program, but who are not dangerous to their children. Furthermore, the fact that the mothers are not physically removed from the prison environment minimizes the possible prison security and deterrence concerns which are arguably implicated in community residence models. Prison nurseries may also promote the state goal of rehabilitation, as inmates who maintain close family relationships while serving their sentences have had more shown that legitimate state interests in incarcerating the mother invariably override the interest in the child's psychological well being, a constitutional argument would be precluded. To date, however, no court has directly addressed this issue. The Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals, in Southerland v. Thigpen, specifically declined to address the question of whether a child's interests might require allowing an incarcerated mother to have custody where the child would otherwise be in substantial or life-threatening danger. The Southerland court's assertion that a state's constitutional obligation to modify a prison sentence on the basis of a third person's interests "has never been suggested" leaves open the possibility of circumstances where such modification may be constitutionally required. Therefore, while there is no strong precedent for a constitutional argument, the issue has not been decided conclusively.

See supra note 8 and accompanying text. See also Barry, supra note 6, at 14. Ms. Barry maintains that "[s]ince a substantial number of women incarcerated in state prisons and county jails are convicted for nonviolent and status offenses, they are often low risk low security prisoners who are excellent candidates for diversion programs and other alternatives to incarceration." Id. See also, e.g., supra notes 174-82 and accompanying text.

See supra notes 171-73 and accompanying text. As with the California program, a woman's eligibility might be subject to a new challenge of her fitness for motherhood. Id.

See infra notes 238-39 and accompanying text.

See supra notes 186-200 and accompanying text.

See supra note 73 and accompanying text.

See supra notes 76-78 and accompanying text.

Southerland v. Thigpen, 784 F.2d 713, 717 (5th Cir. 1986).

See infra text accompanying notes 228-29, 238-52.

See infra notes 253-57 and accompanying text.

See Task Force Report, supra note 6, at 39. Of fifteen women ineligible for placement in the proposed community program, eight would be eligible for a prison program. Id.

See infra notes 240-49 and accompanying text.
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successful experiences after their release. Placing a child in prison with his or her mother may also satisfy the state's obligation to promote the best interests of the child, allowing the child the opportunity to form a strong and healthy parental bond in the early months of life. Even if a child is placed in a prison nursery, however, the child should be removed from the prison before the age of two. This is approximately the age at which an established bond can be maintained through frequent contact with the parent during incarceration. At this age the child should be transferred to an environment which would better serve his or her increasing capacity for mobility and other developmental needs.

Although prison nurseries provide some solutions to the problem of separating mothers and infants, they also have drawbacks which are absent in the community residence model. First, the restrictions of a prison environment, such as required periods in which the mother is locked away from the child, can debilitate a mother's feeling of control, and result in negative feelings toward the child. In a community residence, however, while the mother has restricted liberty, she is never locked away from her child. Second, the uninformed community may perceive prison nurseries as emotionally and physically unhealthy for children, and resist legislative proposals to create nurseries. A final disadvantage of prison nurseries is that some mothers who would otherwise elect to care for their children are unwilling to do so if the only option is a prison nursery.

Residential programs for nonviolent inmate mothers are a favorable alternative to the prison nursery program currently in operation in New York. Community residences offer mothers much more flexibility and a greater range of services for rehabilitation while generating other benefits, such as cost efficiency and reducing overcrowding. Community residential programs also satisfy the state's need to maintain order in the criminal justice system as well as the needs of infants of incarcerated mothers. If properly administered, community residence programs should not increase the risk of harm to the public, yet they will increase the probability of the mothers' successful rehabilitation and the healthy development of their infants.

The state's legitimate interest in deterring future crime will not be undermined by programs which allow convicted mothers to serve their sentences outside the traditional prison environment. Both general and specific deterrence are legitimate goals of the

230 See supra notes 44-57, 205-15 and accompanying text.
231 See Note, supra note 13, at 1424-25.
232 Id. at 1425.
233 See infra notes 234-37 and accompanying text.
234 Bedford Hills, supra note 21, at 85, 95.
235 In the community residence model, mothers care for their children full time. Barry Memorandum, supra note 2, at 3.
236 Note, supra note 57, at 681. While this theory has not been disproved, it has been noted that none of these concerns has been realized in the history of the New York prison nursery program. Id.
237 See Task Force Report, supra note 6, at 39. Of fourteen mothers surveyed who were eligible for a community residence program, only two were not interested. Of seventeen eligible for a prison nursery program, eight were not interested. Id.
238 See Barry Memorandum, supra note 2, at 7. See also supra text accompanying note 180.
239 See infra notes 250-54 and accompanying text.
The current cost of incarcerating a woman in Connecticut for one year is $25,327. Task Force Report, supra note 6, at 16. Existing halfway house programs in Connecticut cost $13,000 to $15,000 per person per year, not including the costs of child care. Id. at 11.

Illinois Report, supra note 26, at 2. The Illinois report states:

At present, Illinois spends $17,762 per year to incarcerate each woman at Dwight Correctional Center, and in addition, more than $11 a day for each child in a foster home. In contrast, a successful residential program in Santa Clara County in which
and care for the infant will be reduced greatly because each mother is responsible for caring for her own infant.\textsuperscript{252}

Creating community residences for convicted mothers and their infants also promotes other public policy goals such as reducing prison overcrowding and rehabilitating prisoners. Despite the relatively small size of the female prison population, overcrowding is a prominent problem in women's prisons in the United States.\textsuperscript{253} Removing nonviolent, low security risk mothers from prison and placing them in community residences will contribute to reducing prison overcrowding.\textsuperscript{254} The state's interest in rehabilitation is another significant benefit to keeping convicted mothers and their children together.\textsuperscript{255} As noted previously, research has shown that inmates who maintain close family relationships during the period of their incarceration have had more successful post-release experiences.\textsuperscript{256} Furthermore, residential communities such as the California Mother-Infant Care Program provide opportunities for a mother to build vocational and parenting skills, so that she is able to care for and support her child upon release.\textsuperscript{257}

A community residence program may be structured to reduce the harm which separation may cause infants, and simultaneously satisfy the state's goals of maintaining an efficient criminal justice system and protecting the child's best interests. Only a primary caretaker convicted of a nonviolent offense and sentenced to a short prison term should be presumed eligible to participate in a community residence program. This insures that nondangerous women who would otherwise be their children's primary caretaker would, in most circumstances, retain physical custody of their children while serving their sentences. As with the California program, the department of corrections or other agency may overcome this presumption by showing an individual woman's unfitness for motherhood.\textsuperscript{258}

Any mother who does not meet the initial statutory criteria should receive the opportunity for judicial review of her case in light of the best interests of her child. A judicial officer should determine the child's best interests, not an administrative agency or official affiliated with the department of corrections. These agencies and officials have an interest in the uncomplicated administration of prisons and, therefore, are unable to be impartial — especially if a child's best interests place a financial or administrative burden on their department.\textsuperscript{259} The legislature should delineate specific standards and

\begin{quote}
mothers provide for their own children costs one-half what it would cost to jail the mother and obviates the cost of providing placements for the children.
\end{quote}

\textsuperscript{Id.}

\textsuperscript{252} \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{253} For example, in 1986 the Dwight Correctional Facility had a capacity of 496 prisoners, but a recent count showed a total of 623 incarcerated women. Illinois Report, supra note 26, at 1. That same year the prison population at MCI-Framingham was 189\% over capacity. Massachusetts Program Design, supra note 3, at 2. In one Connecticut facility, designed for 55 inmates, 85 were in residence on at least one occasion. Complaint at 12, West v. Manson, no. H-83-366 (D. Conn.).

\textsuperscript{254} See Illinois Report, supra note 26, at 1–2.

\textsuperscript{255} See infra notes 256–57 and accompanying text. See also supra notes 74–75 and accompanying text.

\textsuperscript{256} Fabian, supra note 229, at 29.

\textsuperscript{257} See supra text accompanying notes 178–80.

\textsuperscript{258} See \textsc{Cal. Penal Code} § 5420. Statutes should be drafted in a sex-neutral manner, so that if a father is the primary caretaker of an infant, he would be eligible for a community program. The frequency of this occurrence is undocumented, however, and is beyond the scope of this note.

\textsuperscript{259} For example, even though a Virginia statute empowered the director of the department of
factors for judicial consideration such as the nature of the mother's conviction, the length of her sentence, her prior parenting experience and any other appropriate considerations. These guidelines would standardize judicial decisionmaking and reduce the personal bias arguably infused in any decision of this nature.

Courts should consider a mother's eligibility for a community residence program at the time of sentencing. This will prevent possible delays which could lead to a child's being shifted among caretakers. As noted, such shifting may damage the child's ability to form an attachment bond. If a woman becomes pregnant in prison, or does not discover her pregnancy until after her incarceration, statutes should require prison authorities to arrange an immediate court hearing in order to determine the mother's eligibility for the program. When appropriate, the court could stipulate a prison sentence waiver contingent on successful completion of a program of rehabilitation. Based on models currently in use, it is clear that states may structure a feasible community residence program to eliminate the harm children experience upon separation from their convicted mothers. Therefore, these programs not only promote the state interests in deterrence, security, and rehabilitation, but also protect the best interests of the child.

CONCLUSION

The prevalent practice of separating infants from their incarcerated mothers is harmful and must not continue. In a majority of cases, incarcerated mothers serve short prison terms for nonviolent crimes and pose no significant risk to the community. There is no persuasive reason why these women should not be permitted to serve their sentences while caring for their infants through cost effective alternatives to separation such as the California Mother-Infant Care program. While prison nurseries, such as the nurseries in place in New York, offer another alternative to separation, community residence

See Mnookin, Child Custody Determination in the Face of Indeterminacy, 39 LAW & CONTEMP. PROBS. 266 (1973). Professor Mnookin states that:

[Present indeterminate and discretionary standards for child protection (1) give government officials too much power to second-guess decisions ordinarily left to the family; (2) leave judges free to exaggerate the risks for children remaining in parental custody and to underestimate the risks of foster-care placement; (3) allow removal under circumstances where the child might be protected within the home; and (4) fail to require that the social welfare bureaucracy and the juvenile court make adequate plans for children who are in the foster care system. Legal standards both less ambitious and more determinate than the “best interests of the child” can correct some of these deficiencies. Id. at 277.
programs are a favorable alternative, allowing mothers more freedom to care for their children and to acquire rehabilitative vocational skills. In establishing residential programs for convicted mothers and their children, state legislatures not only will promote the best interests of all children of incarcerated mothers, but will also further the state interest in maintaining an effective criminal justice system. Placing nonviolent convicted mothers and their infants in residential programs is a cost efficient, constructive and humane alternative to the separation which most incarcerated mothers and their children now experience.
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